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Security and compliance SolutionS,  
delivered aS a Service
Alert Logic simplifies IT security and compliance management by 
delivering Security-as-a-Service consisting of advanced security tools 
integrated with 24x7 expert security services, an “as-a-Service” delivery 
model, and deployment wherever IT goes.

Security-aS-a-Service componentS
advanced Security tools
Intrusion detection, log management, application protection and 
vulnerability assessment tools that are on-demand, highly scalable and 
pay-as-you-go.

expert Security Services
24x7 Security Operations Center provides monitoring, analysis and 
expert guidance services by certified GIAC analysts who act as an 
extension of your IT team.

“as-a-Service” delivery
Day-to-day management of security 
infrastructure and operations, including 
support and maintenance, to minimize head 
count and budget impact. On-demand 
availability with integrated provisioning and 
decommissioning processes.

Wherever it Goes
Multi-tenant architecture, scalable platform and multiple deployment 
options enable seamless integration of security and compliance solutions 
to address customer security needs in on-premises, public cloud, private 
cloud and hybrid environments.

SafeGuardinG data, enSurinG compliance
Alert Logic uniquely sits at the nexus of threat, 
vulnerability and log data within your network and 
leverages our global sensor footprint across more 
than 2,500 customers. This gives us unparalleled 
visibility to accurately identify and prioritize 
security incidents based on a broad threat picture that is not matched 
by off-the-shelf software. Additionally, our in-house security research team 
constantly investigates the newest vulnerabilities, develops the latest 
threat correlation rules and deploys them globally to automate network 
sensor tuning.

With audit-ready dashboards and reports, daily log review services and 
regular scans by a PCI Approved Scanning Vendor (ASV), Alert Logic 
automates the most costly and resource-intensive compliance mandates.

ComplianCe & 
SeCurity SafeguardS

Alert Logic can not only quickly deploy solutions that help get your network secure and your data in compliance, but also 
has the tools and services to keep your infrastructure compliant with PCI, HIPAA, SOX and other regulatory measures.

intelligenCe in aCtion Alert Logic’s security research and analysis team operationalizes security by aggregating data, automating analysis and 
applying expert intelligence to identify impending threats.

managed ServiCe 
delivery

All of our solutions are delivered as a managed service with the objectives of keeping your data safe, saving you time and 
giving you peace of mind so you can concentrate on your business.

Cloud platform Alert Logic is built for—and in—the cloud. Its multi-tenant architecture and scalable platform enable on-demand security and 
compliance solutions for companies transitioning to the cloud, regardless of where or how their IT is managed.

CoSt SavingS
Because our Security-as-a-Service model is built on a platform that fully integrates our software solutions, security 
operations and research team, you don’t need to hire a special team of security experts, incur operational expenses or 
worry about maintenance fees.

app proteCtion
Alert Logic Web Security Manager deploys on-premises, in hosted environments or in the cloud, without complex 
integration. Now you can protect your web applications and sites with proven technology and expert staff without the 
difficulties usually experienced with Web application firewalls.

key benefitS



PRODUCTS & SERVICES

Alert Logic 
Threat Manager

 – Threat Manager is a vulnerability assessment and intrusion detection solution that is delivered using a Software-as-a-
Service (SaaS) model. With Alert Logic’s Threat Manager and ActiveWatch solutions, you can now cost-effectively defend 
and `protect your network against internal and external threats across centralized and distributed environments.

 – Alert Logic’s patented expert system, purpose-built grid computing infrastructure, and the automatic aggregation and 
correlation of anomalous behavior patterns quickly identify threats and attacks.

Alert Logic  
Log Manager

 – Log Manager automates log collection, aggregation and normalization, simplifying log searches, forensic analysis and 
report creation through real-time or scheduled analysis. Once logs are transferred to Alert Logic’s secure cloud, Log 
Manager protects and stores the data to preserve against unauthorized loss, access or modification.

Alert Logic 
Web Security Manager

 – Web Security Manager provides active protection against web application attacks, one of the more prevalent threats 
to business-critical applications. Proactively blocking unauthorized activity, Web Security Manager effectively protects 
against the most dangerous attacks, such as SQL Injection and Cross-Site Scripting.

ActiveWatch and 
LogReview Services

 – ActiveWatch is integrated with Threat Manager to provide 24x7 network monitoring, expert analysis and guidance on 
security events and incidents. This service increases the accuracy of threat detection, reduces false positives and allows 
you to stay focused on your business.

 – ActiveWatch for Web Security Manager provides 24x7 monitoring and ongoing tuning of your web application firewall, 
along with escalation for inappropriately blocked requests. 

 – LogReview provides daily event log monitoring and review, and is designed to help you meet PCI DSS requirement 10.6. 
A team of certified security analysts acts as an extension of your team to expertly review your log data daily and alert you 
whenever suspicious activity or possible security breaches are detected. 

 – These services are managed from Alert Logic’s state-of-the-art, 24x7 Security Operations Center (SOC), which is staffed by 
security professionals with Global Information Assurance Certification (GIAC) from the SANS Institute.
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about alert loGic
Alert Logic, the leading provider of Security-as-a-Service solutions for the cloud, provides advanced security tools coupled with 24×7 Security Operations 
Center expertise, allowing customers to defend against security threats and address compliance mandates. By leveraging an “as-a-Service” delivery 
model, Alert Logic solutions include day-to-day management of security infrastructure, security experts translating complex data into actionable insight, 
and flexible deployment options to address customer security needs in any computing environment. Built from the ground up to address the unique 
challenges of public and private cloud environments, Alert Logic partners with over half of the largest cloud and hosting service providers to provide 
Security-as-a-Service solutions, such as intrusion protection, vulnerability assessment and log management for over 2,500 enterprise customers. Alert 
Logic is based in Houston, Texas, and was founded in 2002. For more information, please visit www.alertlogic.com.


